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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
SHERMAN DIVISION
Cause No.: 4:18-cv-0567

RUSTIN P. WRIGHT,
Petitioner,

)
)
)

STATE OF TEXAS, and
ASHLEY B. WOMACK,
Respondents.

DEC 1 2018
Clerk, U.S. District Court
Texas Eastern

In a removal

District Court of Lamar County, Texas
TX state case number: 73540 ( 7/7 the
Interest of A. G.F.W., a Minor Child')

)

v.

FILED

)

TX Judge William Baird, presiding

)
)

* INJUNCTIVE RELIEF SOUGHT
*DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

)

CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONS

Petitioner s Notice of Direct Judicial Conflicts of Interest, Demand for
Mandatory Recusal upon All Five of Five Prongs under Section 455,
and Declaration of Inability to Receive Any Fair and Honest Services
Comes now Petitioner, Rustin P. Wright, via both, reminder notice of direct personal conflicts
of interest, and corresponding formality motion for mandatory recusal duty as required by law, of
the instant Judge Amos L. Mazzant III, with the same notice and motion applied equally as well
regai ing each and every such similar judge having the same or similar case-related conflicts of
interest, as prior well and duly advised by Petitioner s Notice of Judicial Disqualifications see
Dkt. #14), and also supported by the attached Affidavit of Rustin P, Wright Regarding Manifest
Judicial Conflicts of Interest of such facts within and surrounding the same judicial conflicts of
interest requiring recusal of the same instant judicial officer, detailed sufficiently to show that

Mr. Mazzant is clearly disqualified on ALL FIVE of the grounds per 28 USC § 455(b), to-wit:

RECUSAL IS MANDATOR1LY REQUIRED BY LAWS. CANONS AND RULES
This Petitioner’s previously-filed Affidavit of Rustin P. Wright on Wides read Corruption and egregiously misfiled by the Clerk at Dkt. #11-1 - is hereby and now incorporated by
reference in its entirety for all pmposes, the same as if it had been fully set forth herein (H.I.).
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P rsuant to clear mandates of 28 USC § 144, 28 USC § 455, the official Code of Judicial
Conduct, as well as Canon 3(C) of the ABA Model Rules of Judicial Conduct, and also per
corresponding provisions of this District s own applicable Local Rules, the same instant Judge,
Amos L. Mazzant III, is clearly and fully disqualified, and shall proceed no further.

28 USC § 455(b) provides five (5) basic grounds for automatic disqualification of Article III
judges, requiring mandatory recusal per express and clear statutory law.
Hence, because Mr. Mazzant used to be one of Respondent State of Texas’ state justices on
the Fifth Court of Appeals of Texas, which same state high Court has indisputably received and
processed very numerous appeals from an equally sizable number of Respondent State of Texas’
so-called family court cases, wherein the many U.S. citizen parents petitioned for redress of
grievances for Respondent State of Texas’ various constitutional crimes in routinely unlawful
pre-deprivations of said natural and fundamental pa en al rights which are known to be protected
under the federal Constitution and by other high authorities, and therein because neither Mr.
Mazzant himself nor any other justice of said state high Court ever once had the basic and most
rudimentary legal competence upon such brazenly facial constitutional crimes by his fellow legal
professionals against the victimized citizens’ most basic rights, and because Mr. Mazzant’s total
omissions to ever even once, whether sua sponte or otherwise, correct any said manifest and

widespread injustice against citizens’ most basic rights, since Mr. Mazzant’s intent was and still
continues

in fact - to now criminally utilize his official government post as an Article III

federal judge, when receiving yet another such similar petition for redress of grievances against
flagrant crime, to still aid, abet, assist and other-wise condone and cover-up the same routine and
massive racketeering crimes by his legal professionals against the common citizenry for unjust

enrichment schemes, Mr. Mazzant most certainly IS disqualified: under 28 USC § 455(b)(1)
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since he has a personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the proceeding; also
under 28 USC § 455(b)(2) since he used to be one of the criminal racketeering state judges as

aforementioned; again also under 28 USC § 455(b)(3) since he used to be one of the criminal
racketeering state judges as aforementioned; further also under 28 USC § 455(b)(4) because he
knows that he is going to be directly charged with high treason and other federal felonies related
to his very same wanton fraud, obstruction, class discrimination within other directly related
removal and similarly-based cases of the Eastern District of Texas including even knowingly and
affirmatively aiding and abetting a three-time convicted child molester and said felon s counsel
in defrauding justice in this same federal Court recently, and that he knows that he is being also
formally charged with high treason against the United States via fo al impeachment submittals
to the variously corresponding authorities in the federal Congress, the DOJ, the AOC, and others,

and that he will also be likewise sued along with roughly two (2) dozen other federal judges and
magistrates from the four (4) Districts of Texas also recently involved in the exact same criminal
treasons against their oaths, offices, and the United States, along with the eleven (11) of the
twenty-two (22) current justices sitting falsely and fraudulently upon the Fifth Circuit Court of
Appeals who also used to serve as the very same state “family court judges during their prior
careers and daily perpetrating the same wanton unconstitutional crime against the citizens; and

further also under 28 USC § 455(b)(5)(i) and (hi) and (iv) because he knows that he has already
become both a civil and criminal defendant party within these most serious matters and that he is
will be called as a material witness herein to testify regarding his same above described routine

criminality while “serving” on the Fifth Court of Appeals for ONE OF THE PARTIES HEREIN,
i.e., that direct party herein being Respondent State of Texas - a party that still pays him money
in the way of various pension(s) and/or other benefits, i.e., yet more reason for recusal ((b)(5)(i)).
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In other words, there can be absolutely zero question in this matter that Mi-. Mazzant is fully
100% disqualified from acting as judicial officer in this case and that he absolutely must recuse.
The aforementioned Affidavit of Rustin P. Wright Regarding Manifest Judicial Conflicts of
Interest contemporaneously attached is also hereby and now incorporated by reference in its
entirety for all purposes, the same as if it had been fully set forth herein (H.I.).
Per the clear facts within said attached Affidavit, the instant Judge herein, Amos L. Mazzant
III, has multiple direct and very personal conflicts of interests regarding not only the set of three
(3) constitutional challenges formally lodged and raised herein as against the various state
statutes and state statutory schemes so challenged, but also as to the corresponding, flagrantly
unlawful patterns, practices and policies therein being daily perpetrated by the state bar
professional organization that the same instant Judge has been and is a long-time member of,
hence the same Judge has remarkably manifest biases and prejudices concerning all matters
herein, including as to either allowing or denying the proper and lawful outcome of this case. Id.

DECLARATION OF INABILITY TO RECEIVE FAIR AND HONEST SERVICES
Independently, and regardless of intentionally-repeated acts of treason or not, the same results
as aforementioned, and as also detailed and elaborated upon within my corresponding Affidavit
attached hereto, confirm utterly full 100% incompetence regarding the very same issues as now
under constitutional challenge herein, if not also demonstrating an affirmative pattern, practice
and policy of the same criminality, and thereby further confirms that I cannot possibly ever
receive a fair and competent ruling or decision of any kind from the currently assigned Judge,
Amos L. Mazzant III, and therefore I must still formally request some other judicial officer that
is not so heavily biased and prejudiced, and not so demonstrated by their own history as utterly
incompetent to even the very most basic and fundamental constitutional issues raised herein, [d.
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The disqualification and requirement for recusal are just as mandatory herein as if the same
instant judge was presently working in the federal court at Orlando after once prior being one of
many orange farmers in the same State of Florida that had used certain dangerous pesticides, and
the instant case was in regards to those very same dangerous and harmful (injurious) practices.

CONCLUSION AND REQUIRED RESULT
Accordingly, and pursuant to the mandatory requirements under 28 USC § 144, 28 USC §
455, and Canon 3(C) of the ABA Model Rules of Judicial Conduct, and also per corresponding
provisions of this District s own applicable Local Rules, the same instant Judge, Amos L.
Mazzant III, shall proceed no further herein except to recuse and therein also direct the Clerk to
reassign these matters unto the next random selection of any other judge who does not also share
the same and/or similarly-related personal and direct forms of heavy bias, prejudice, judicial
conflicts of interest, and demonstrated prior utter incompetence regarding said various aspects,
and controlling facts and laws, towards ultimate outcome of this constitutional challenge case.

WHEREFORE, the Petitioner, Rustin P. Wright, notifies the Court of such manifest judicial
conflicts of interest by, and demonstrated incompetence of, the instant Judge Amos L. Mazzant
III, and likewise by/of any similarly-situated judges, and accordingly submits this corresponding
motion for mandatory recusal and random reassignment to any other qualified judge not so
personally biased and prejudiced against and incompetent of the constitutional challenges raised
herein, and further moves for all other relief true, lawful, just and proper within these premises.

Respectfully submitted,

Rustin P. Wright
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10603 Memphis Drive
Frisco, TX 75035

Tel: (469) 569-2435
Email: mstinwi ght@gmail.com
Pro Se Petitioner Party of Record

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify: that on this \ day of December, 2018, a true and complete copy of the
above motion for recusal, with affidavit, by depositing the same via first class prepaid mail, by
USPS or equivalent postal mail carrier, has been duly served upon each of the following as a
courtesy only, since none of them have ever filed their any notices of appearances herein:

(Respondent State of Texas)

(Statutory party United States)
Acting Atto ey General Matt Whitaker
c/o U.S. Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW

State of Texas
c/o Attorney General Kenneth Paxton
P.O. Box 12548

Washington, DC 20530-0001

Austin, TX 78711-2548

(Respondent Ashley)

(state court counsel of Respondent Ashley)

Ashley B. Womack
150 Carter Road

Jennifer M. Gibo, #24032343
Law Office of Jennifer Gibo
109 1st Street SE
Paris, TX 75460

Springtown, TX 76082-6577
(Statutory party United States)
U.S. Atto ey Joseph D. Brown
Office of the U.S. Atto ey

350 Magnolia Avenue, Suite 150
Beaumont, TX 77701

Rustin P. Wright

/
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